4 decades of progress

1st TCHS shelter, 1976

New & improved shelter, fall 2020

Expanded TCHS facility opens after years of work
Get a glimpse inside new shelter PAGES 8-9
Director Vicki Davis on a milestone PAGE 2

Plus ...

Santa Paws is (still) coming to town!
The Big Guy is staying at home, but the special fundraiser is on! PAGE 10
Message From the Executive Director

Dear Friends of Animals,

I’m happy to report to you, that in the 11th month of what can only be one of the most atypical years ever, we’re in our new shelter. In fact, by the time you read this, we’ll have been occupying it for almost two months. This new, greatly expanded building has long been a dream of TCHS supporters, and a professional goal of mine for almost all of my career. Quite honestly, in 1984 I couldn’t have comprehended a shelter like this to even dream of. I considered pinching myself when unpacking my new office, just to make sure I wasn’t dreaming. I caught myself sitting and staring into space more than once.

The “old” building is long gone; after careful pre-demolition prep work, crews razed it in about two days. Many of us marveled, when the building was stripped down to its footprint, that all the staff, volunteers, and sometimes hundreds of animals all fit in that space at one time. It looked so small as we watched from a space that’s twice the size. The old shelter’s demolition was emotional for many of us. The building had served us well, and in its day it was the Taj Mahal compared to where we came from. It was a place where happiness happened for more than 30 years. Many happy tails, er, tales got their starts there, and that’s something to be respected. For me, it was a tough few days watching it come down. I said a “thank you” to the old shelter for everything it did, not just for adopters, but the community. It was our first progressive footprint. There are still plenty of area residents who remember that first TCHS, a converted gas station on the east side of St. Cloud. Now generations will talk about the 1989 building and the dramatic changes we’ve undergone in about four decades.

So what do we think of the new place? Well, there’s always a learning curve whenever an operation changes its base. (Don’t worry – our core values are still very much the same.) Luckily for the animals in our care, our staff and volunteers are quick learners and just by the nature of what they do, they adjust to challenges pretty seamlessly. There have been big questions. (How do we try to accommodate as many customers as we can while being a responsible community partner in the age of COVID?) And there have been little ones. (Where should these signs go?) We’re still a little bit of a work in progress, but we’re getting closer to where we want to be every day.

And speaking of which – a bigger building comes with bigger bills, and we are still actively fundraising for our Capital Campaign goal of $4 million. A gift to us today will help us bridge the gap. And although I’m a planner and a details person, never in a million years could I have predicted a year like this to build a new shelter (and fund-raise for it).

In “normal” years, we would have had an open house by now, and would be gladly inviting in everyone we could to see the new place. I had big plans for a “bone-cutting” ceremony! As you well know, this is anything but a normal year, but we are still celebrating, even if it’s more internally. I see every day going forward in this building something well worth celebrating!

We look forward to sharing this new building with all of you and the animals it will house and help. It belongs to all of us, after all.

Thank you for your partnership,

Vicki Davis,
CAWA
Our Current Wish List

For the Animals
- Help support our new shelter!
- Homes for animals
- Money for veterinary expenses
- Feliway for cats, both sprays and diffusers**
- Adaptil for dogs, both sprays and diffusers**
- Kitten and all-life stages dry food**
- Clay cat litter (non-clumping is preferred, if possible!)*
- Rabbit/guinea pig food**
- Timothy Hay**
- Toys for animals (Kongs!)*
- Meat-flavored baby food
- Q-Tips
- Kitten milk replacer
- Puppy milk replacer

Our Current Wish List

For the Office
- White copy paper
- Postage stamps (forever and postcard)
- Batteries (all sizes, but especially in need of Double A, Triple A, and 9 Volt)

Volunteer Needs
- Fosters (Cat whisperers wanted!)
- Cleaners/dishwashers/laundry attendants
- Office assistants (must have excellent telephone skills!)
- Petco cat cleaners (must love kitties!)
- Customer service specialists
- Animal transporters

Recycled Items for $$
- Aluminum cans
- Used ink cartridges (no large toners or cellphones, please)

** Sold in TCHS Re-Tail Shoppe!
Buy it here and donate it back!

A Note About Pet Food Donations:
We try to make sure that a meat protein source is the first ingredient in the food we feed to the shelter pets, and we avoid food with a lot of dye in it.

For the Shelter
- Gift cards to local businesses for pet/office/shelter supplies
- Laundry detergent
- Hand soap
- Paper towels/toilet paper/facial tissue
- Heating pads
- Clorox wipes or other disinfecting wipes (if you can find them!)
- Mr. Clean Magic Eraser sponges (or the generic version of them!)
- New brooms
- Command strips (so we don’t put holes in walls!)
- Windex/glass cleaner
- Hand sanitizer
- New, one-time-use paper face masks (for customers)
- Items for silent auction fundraisers (handcrafted products, unique gifts, behind-the-scenes experience packages)

Shop at TCHS

Bust winter boredom!
Many pets spend a lot of time inside during these bone-chillingly cold months; you can’t blame them if they get a little cabin fever! To help them channel their energy in a positive way, look for toys/enrichment ideas in the TCHS Re-Tail Shoppe!

We have Kongs, feather toys, basically whatever you could need to help keep your furry family members occupied. All profits go back to our shelter, so you can feel good about shopping with us!

The TCHS Re-Tail Shoppe also carries high-quality pet food, leashes, collars, toys, and more! Don’t see something you want? Just ask — we can do special orders.

And don’t forget Paw Thaw!
It’s tough on snow and ice, but it’s gentle on your pup’s feet. Find it in the Re-Tail Shoppe! (Hint: It tends to sell very quickly this time of year!)

Other ways to help
Look for the “Buy Me for Shelter Pets” sticker on select items in the Re-Tail Shoppe. With all the profits going back to our pets, that means buying an item and donating it back to us is a double-win for our animals!
Mark Your Calendar: It’s Time to Give to the Max

By Angela Mundis

Special Events Coordinator

Tuesday, November 19th, 2020 is Give to the Max Day — Minnesota’s annual giving holiday! This is a day for Minnesotans to come together to improve life for everyone, including our furry friends. Our theme for the day is “All Paws on Deck.”

Social distancing has meant that many of us have had to lean on our pets for continued comfort and support. But there are many more animals who don’t have homes and are still in need of our help. This Give to the Max Day, they need your support as we move into our all-important end-of-year fundraising. Together we can make sure that every animal who comes into Tri-County Humane Society leaves with a thorough examination, necessary medical care, and finds a home that values their unwavering friendship as much as you do from your pets. We know we ask a lot of our friends — thank you!

Where to give

Please give generously on Nov. 19, on Give to the Max Day, or now at www.tricountyhumanesociety.org/AllPaws. Or, text ALLPAWS to 44321.

And Back By Popular Demand: Our All Paws T-shirts!

We debuted the “All Paws On Deck” T-shirts earlier this year — and it was our most successful T-shirt order ever. (100 shirts sold!) Ever since the sale closed, we’ve been asked when we’ll do it again. The answer: Now!

We don’t know if/when we’ll do this sale again, so don’t delay!

Order yours at http://stores.krillan.com/allpaws beginning on Nov. 10; the sale will close Nov. 24. It’s a perfect holiday gift for the animal lover in your life (or for you).

The T-shirts are available in a range of sizes, and come in the following colors: dark heather, jade, tan, azalea, heather navy, and charcoal. You can opt to have them shipped to Tri-County Humane Society, or, for an extra charge, to be shipped to your home.

And a big paws-up to volunteer Jennifer Stricter for designing our All Paws On Deck logo!

First Virtual Companion Walk Raises $52,000; Thank You To Our Supporters

Tri-County Humane Society is proud to announce that our first virtual Companion Walk was a wonderful success! Although we were not able to walk together in person this year, you put on your superhero capes and worked to collect pledges, donated auction items, send donations, bid in our auction, posted photos and thoroughly supported our event!

Of special mention are these walkers/pledge collectors who each individually raised over $500 for animals: Vicki Davis, Tracey Worzala, Jan Hovda, Emily Bezdick, Mary Burdick-Lynch, Central Minnesota Therapy Animal Association, Kali Guernsey, Colleen DeGroat, Jerry Kenning, Naomi Poppler, Emily Swanson, Sara Morales, Keri Hall, Jody Terhaar and Angie Koshiol.

Emily Bezdick was our grand prize winner of the photography session and portrait from Country Gallery. These folks raised over $27,000 in pledges toward our total of $36,000 in pledges.

With our online auction raising almost $6,500 and additional sponsors/donations received, we raised more than $52,000 for the animals of TCHS!

And A Special ‘Paws-Up’ to Our Generous Sponsors!

Krypto Super Dog Sponsor ($2,000)

Redwing Falcon Sponsor ($1,000)

Companions Pet Hospital

MIX 94.9 Country Gallery

Kloster Commercial Resources

Mentor Volunteer Tracey Worzala (and Boba) on Sept. 12 at Advanced Care clinic.
Wrapping For A Good Paws at Crossroads Is On

By Angela Mundis

Special Events Coordinator

Managing your time during the holidays can get hectic, but Tri-County Humane Society is here for you! We will be wrapping gifts at Crossroads Center again this year. The event runs Dec. 5 through Dec. 24 during mall hours.

To help ensure social distancing, the gift-wrapping booth will be in a storefront. (Stay tuned for details.) Customers can drop off gifts while having very limited contact with our wrappers.

Bring in your gifts to be wrapped, or stop by if you are in the mall shopping and need your gifts wrapped. We can save you time AND you help us help animals during the holidays.

We have suggested minimum donations for gift sizes - $2 for small, $4 for medium and $6 for large gifts - and we have a plethora of bags, tissue, wrapping paper, ribbons, bows, tags and boxes, while supplies last.

Also, if you make an additional donation of $5 or more, you can receive a special card to put in your gift letting your recipient know that a donation was made in their honor to TCHS!

For volunteers

Please note that face masks are required to be worn by volunteers at our booth for everyone’s safety. Social distancing will be in practice and sanitizing procedures will be provided and enforced.

And While You’re Shopping for the Holidays, Here Are 2 More Ways to Help

Attention, Target customers: Did you know by shopping there you can help Tri-County Humane Society?

If you have joined Target Circle, you can vote for your points to go to TCHS; the voting period runs through Dec. 31. (That’s a lot of potential holiday shopping money that could be helping our animal shelter!) For full program details and restrictions, visit Target Circle at circle.target.com.

Go ahead — don’t feel guilty about shopping this season; it’s for a good cause!

‘Smile’ and Shop for Us

If you are an Amazon customer, remember to shop using Amazon Smile - and a portion of your purchases can help Tri-County Humane Society! Go to smile.amazon.com to sign up/designate TCHS as your charity of choice. (Please make sure you select TCHS in St. Cloud, MN; there are other nonprofits with the same or similar name around the country.)

So far this year, TCHS has received $1,640 from Amazon Smile. That helps a lot of critters!

TCHS alum Luna Moon Beam always selects Amazon Smile for TCHS! (She’s buying some catnip right now.)
Minnesota Truck Headquarters for hosting the Race to 300 Sale in October for the animals at Tri-County Humane Society. Thanks to them, we raised more than $13,000 as of this newsletter’s press time. (Thanks to the customers, too, who voted for TCHS to be a charity of choice and who bought vehicles and donated to us.)

The dozens and dozens of volunteers who helped us move into our new shelter. Everyone worked so hard; we want to give a special thank you to Scott Devor and Jerry Kenning for all their efforts. (Thank you, Scott Devor and Karen Zimmer, for the new refrigerator for our breakroom, too!)

Unique Movers in Sauk Rapids for volunteering to move a granite bench for us.

Volunteer Jay Freeland for bringing his forklift to help us move our sheds.

All the past Tri-County Humane Society staff who came to visit the old shelter one last time during a private event before the old shelter was razed. Good memories!

Coborn’s for partnering with us for Pennies for Pets – a drive to collect spare change to help with the coin shortage. TCHS then gets the money! (Look for Pennies for Pets at St. Cloud-area Coborn’s and Cash Wise stores – and give generously, please!)

Coborn’s Sauk Rapids collecting donations to TCHS for their Customer Appreciation Day (National Cheeseburger Day)! TCHS volunteers joined the Coborn’s team and served almost 1,000 meals in less than three hours!

Volunteer Sherry Olson for hosting a Thrivent Action Team Project, Thrivent Goes to the Dogs, to raise awareness (and supplies) for our volunteer dog walkers’ hard work. We were able to buy Weiss Walkies, treats, and Adaptil from our Re-Tail Shoppe, so it made a double impact for our animals!

Sauk Rapids Women of Today for hosting a photo fundraiser and donating to TCHS.

Dijital Majik for donating hand sanitizer, silent auction items, and fixing our laptop computers.

Unique Perspectives Publishing for donating magnets for a thank-you gift to our volunteers.

Volunteer Becky Stawarski for selling miscellaneous merchandise to benefit our shelter.

Brandon Klaphake for hosting the Montisippi Mayhem for TCHS disc golf tournament. It raised about $1,500 for our shelter!

Sauk Rapids Women of Today for doing a pet photo fundraiser and donating a portion to us.

Affinity Plus Bank for donating handmade dog toys and also goody bags for our caregivers. Your “random act of kindness” made our day!

Joyce Tebben for making cloth face masks for our Re-Tail Shoppe.

Fleet Farm and their customers who donated Science Diet food.

The Central Minnesota Noon Optimist Club for a donation to our new building fund.

Volunteer Julie Condon for her gardening work.

Area retailers who donate pet food and supplies—you help feed our furry friends!

Kim Wager for her donations of new Tupperware pitchers for all the animal rooms.
It is time to get excited about Adopt a Senior Pet month! Pets of all ages deserve loving adoptive homes, but November is when we focus on celebrating senior pets! There are different interpretations of when exactly pets become “senior,” but generally accepted guidelines begin anywhere between 8-11 years old (younger for giant breed dogs).

**What you see is what you get**

One of the many great things about adopting a senior pet is that you usually get what you see in terms of behavior and personality. Puppies and kittens are fun to watch grow and see their personality develop. However, sometimes you may get a different personality than you were expecting for your household. Senior animals may behave a bit differently in a shelter setting than in a home, but there are typically fewer surprises. Seniors often have well-established personality traits, so you may find it easier to find the personality you’re looking for by focusing on senior pets. But don’t be fooled by the old myth “You can’t teach old dogs new tricks!” Dogs and cats are constantly learning and adapting to their environments (just like people). You can still enjoy watching your senior pet learn new tricks and behaviors as you get to know one another. The training process is just as rewarding with a senior as it is with a young animal.

**Did you know?**

* All adult cats at TCHS (6 months and older) are always free to a senior citizen (55 and older) and/or veteran.
* All cats 10 years and older have $10 adoption fees.

Senior cats and dogs are usually more calm and relaxed than younger animals. This may translate to more snuggle time with their new owners. Who doesn’t love a good pet snuggle session? Especially with the Minnesota winter on its way, a cuddle buddy cannot come at a better time! The love and affection of an older animal is good for the heart and soul.

**Things to factor in ...**

If you are planning on adopting a senior pet, or already have a senior pet, be mindful that they are at risk for age-related health issues. Regular veterinary exams, preventative medicine, and routine screening tests can keep your senior pet in the best shape possible. As animals age, they are prone to developing muscle and joint issues, changes in organ function, metabolic disorders, changes in vision and hearing, and more. Early detection of age-related changes can make a world of difference in keeping your pet happy, comfortable, and healthy in their golden years.

Age itself is not a disease. Senior pets deserve all the help they can get to improve their quality of life and strengthen the bond they have with their families.

Come adopt a senior pet at Tri-County Humane Society today!

Rose Hegerle is a Certified Veterinary Technician who has been with TCHS for about seven years. Her first pet she adopted as an adult was a ball python.

---

**After a Brief Closure, Kitty Korner is Open For Business**

Want to adopt right meow, er, now? Tri-County Humane Society’s Kitty Korner is open again. All cats and kittens at the Kitty Korner are spayed/neutered, vaccinated, microchipped, and ready to be adopted the same day. The Kitty Korner is at 1715 1st St. South in St. Cloud, or the corner of Washington Memorial Drive and Division Street.

TCHS does take appointments for Kitty Korner viewings, but they are not required. We are, however, enforcing social distancing and complying with local/state mask orders.

We want to give a big “paws-up” to Jim and Brenda Feneis for allowing TCHS to use the space for more cats and kittens.
The New Era of TCHS Is Here

Tri-County Humane Society opened its new facility on Sept. 10, 2020, after two days of moving. TCHS broke ground on the facility in November 2019. The new animal shelter features twice as much square footage, and includes greatly improved housing/socialization areas for our animals.

Please enjoy the photos that captured some moments of our first weeks open. **Love the new shelter as much as us? Turn to the back page of this newsletter to learn how to support our building!**

**ABOVE:** An expanded lobby and adoption center.

"I love all the natural light we have now. It can make a huge difference in the mental and emotional comfort of the animals during their stay."

*Anna Stratton, Customer Service Manager*

**TOP:** A close-up of the cat in front of the new shelter. **BOTTOM LEFT:** The wall in the surrender hallway. **BOTTOM RIGHT:** The paw prints outside the shelter.

**Our new shelter has windows for customers to see cats right away.** **TOP:** Staff Taylor Johnson pets a cat. **FAR RIGHT:** The kittens enjoy their housing! **BELLO:** Paw prints by the front desk.
More dog kennels, separate meet-and-greet rooms for dogs and cats, as well as (RIGHT) a cat colony room!

“I love that I don’t have to walk cats near dogs and further stress them. My exam room is amazing!”

Rose Hegerle, CVT
(Pictured above, with Annabelle)
Rose now has a window!

“I LOVE the cat colony rooms and the huge cat room in general. I always smile when I open the door and hear all those babies mewing or walk into a colony room and get swarmed by kittens!”

Emily Schwintek, Customer Service/Animal Care Associate

“Right: Dr. Anne Lottie, TCHS vet, operates in our new, on-site surgery suite.

“I really like being inside with the rest of the team and getting to know everybody. I think the communication has grown with having (CVT) Rose right by” the surgery suite. (Kayla and her volunteers no longer have to put animals in crates in shopping carts to take them across a parking lot for surgery!)

Kayla Hodgden, Surgery Technician

“I love the cat meet-and-greet room! It’s so nice to be able to show potential adopters how the cat interacts outside of the cage, and get a chance to play with them/bond more!”

Brenna Habel, Customer Service/Animal Care Associate

ABOVE: Mentor Volunteer Jackie Primeau with Alex in the cat meet-and-greet room.
Santa Paws Is Back; Book Your Appointments Now

The holiday tradition is back – with a few changes due to COVID-19.

Tri-County Humane Society's Santa Paws will run Nov. 19-22; it's an expanded session because we want to allow for more time for sanitation in between photo sessions. We're also going to respectfully ask guests to wait in their vehicles until one of our elves (volunteers) comes to bring them into the building.

The event will take place at the TCHS Training Facility, right next to our new, expanded shelter. (This is the same location it has been for the past several years.)

For $50 you will receive a five-minute photo session and five professional portraits with full reproduction rights; yes, just in time to get your holiday cards and gifts ordered. And the best part? You help animals in need at the same time.

Pets are welcome in your photos, of course. Unfortunately, due to social distancing guidelines, Santa is unavailable to be in photos this year. (If little ones want to bring him notes or “wish lists,” we can make sure he gets them.) Masks must be worn until time of photos for everyone’s safety. (Yes, all the volunteers will wear masks, too.)

We are also working on one of our most beautiful backgrounds ever this year. Here's a Christmas song hint: “(Blank) Bells.”

“We're really excited to be able to do Santa Paws this year,” Special Events Coordinator Angela Mundis said. “We know COVID presents challenges to our fundraising events, but our friends always step up to help,” Mundis said. “We're hoping to see many friendly, masked faces!”

A special thank you to the event sponsors: Country Gallery Photography, Premier Real Estate Services Linda Dvorak, and Kloster Collateral Resources.

We're still working on our fundraising goal as we put the finishing touches on our new shelter, and we've found a fun way for you to help close us the gap!

Donate to our new building fund and your pet's face can be part of a mosaic photo collage with other pets who are special to our TCHS family (minimum $50 donation).

Two mosaic pictures - one with cats and one with dogs - will hang in the new building honoring all of our furry friends.

Looking for a meaningful holiday gift for your animal-loving friends? Submit a picture of their pet with a donation to our new building fund!

Visit happinesshappenshere.org to get details.

The deadline to be a part of this project is Dec. 15.
Who rescued who?

“We got Emmy from you nearly 2 years ago. We love her so much and she is living her best life here. Thank you so much. My family loves her so much. We couldn’t imagine life without her. She didn’t show well at the time, but I have anxiety problems as well as my son. I like to adopt one that doesn’t show well. The love is undeniable when you earn it. She saved us in so many ways. She makes us so happy! Thank you Tri-Country Humane Society. She was worth even more than the amount we spent. She has such a good home.”

Tri-County Humane Society loves sharing stories and photos from adopters. If you’d like to tell us how your TCHS alum is doing, please do so via email (pets@tricountyhumanesociety.org) or Facebook Messenger. Please include photos! From the bottom of our hearts, THANK YOU for adopting!

Plus 2 more stories to warm your heart ...

“My grandson, Maxwell, and I had a 'contest' this summer. I told him I would donate $5 for every monarch we raised and released to the charity of his choice. Max has been involved with healing the monarch population over the past couple of years ... and has gotten me interested. Together we released over 50 butterflies. (I stopped counting at the end of August: Max 27, Grandma 23)."

You guessed it: Max chose TCHS - and we received $250! Thank you to Max and his grandma!

When the call went out around TCHS for vintage Companion Walk T-shirts to make a blanket for our online silent auction, Executive Director Vicki Davis shared generously from her 30-year collection - secretly hoping she’d be wrapping herself in them again soon. But at the auction’s close, a bidder named "Dogs20" won the quilt, not Vicki. What Vicki didn’t know was that Dogs20 was bidding on the quilt to give it to her as a gift. (Yes, the donor wanted to remain anonymous.) "Colossal thanks to my secret admirer DOGS20 for the amazing gift," Vicki says.
Dedications: In Memory of Pets

Abby, Monique, Dave, Murph & Kate
Bob & Lori Hastings

All My Animals
Lorraine & Sally Huebner

All Our Companions
Thomas & Patricia Storey

All Pound Puppies
Loretta Delk

All The Dogs
Scott Peterson

All the special pets in my life
Pam Loehrer

Amos Moses
Mary & John Davis

Baby
Kris & Sue Haller-Peterson

Baby (dog) & Cady (cat)
Deb Krueger

Bailey Johnson
Nancy & Sara Johnson

Barney
Dru Seward

Bear
Andrew Burklund

Belle
Beloved dog of
Brooke and Dennis Strassburg

Beloved Norah Jean
Daniel & Debra Schroeder

Blue Boy
Larry Ellis

Bogey the Parrot &
Amy the Weimeranger
Milly Tufta

Boomer
Diane Schmitt

Brandy, Trooper & Shiloh Rose
Ken & Janet Panger

Butchie
St. Cloud Area
Golden Gloves Boxing Inc.

Carlie
Sue Wahl

Carmen, Haley & Grace, the original
TCHS walkers!
Kristi & John Brosowsky

Charles
Dianna & Matt Karr

Charley
Sara Goodrum

Charley
Janet & Joseph Hope

Chase
Pam Gacke

Chubbs & Isis Felderman
Marvin & Lana Felderman

Chuck, Judy, Liza, Brandon & Madeline
Jaime Fuchs

Cookie & Indy
Suzanne Schlanger

Cookie, Kitty, Tabby, Tigger, Ernie,
Abby, Lucky & Sampson
Susan Held

Crash
Becky Rossow

Daisy
Carol Walz

Daisy, Jasmine, Dash, & Matty, our
four-legged friends who are so much
more
Lisa Meyer

Dakota & Trudy
Ginny Gapinski

Dash
Mary Beth Munden
Loretta Zuhlsdorf

Dear Sweet Mavis
Virginia Kurr

Diana
Rose & Patrick Hegerle

Dot Dot
Jean & Irv Loftus

Draco
Michelle Garber

Elle
Brad & Luann Martin

Emma
Becky Coulter & Sanford Moskowitz

Etta Jane, Abby & Reggie
Jacquelyn Brunn

Foxie, Kelly & Emma
Larry & Marilyn Grover

Freckles
Cindy Schultz

Georgie - the best cat ever!
Barbara Wallace

Hans, Petri & Jingles
Donna Acheson

Honey
Becky Rossow

Honey
Beth Thieschafer

Hunter
Bobbi Held

Jack
Kathy Zenzen

Jack the Cat
Katie Mathews

Jeanie
Annette Peters

Katie
Reggie Holl & Duane Ergen

Kayla
Patricia & Tom Storey

Kirby
The Waytashek Family

Kita
Von Stralosenhoff
Joyce Walz

Kolbie
Jacquelyn Kolbinger

Kona
Deb Kittridge

Koty & Peep
Kami Whitten & Laurel Thom

Lily
Diana Dale-Hargraves

Lilith
Kathryn & Dennis Lyerly

Louie
Debbie & Kevin Wood

Louie & Squeaky
Abdon & Susan Peterson

Lucy
Jessica Harstad

Maggie
Rollie & Rene Krueger

Matisse
Marsha Starcevic

Maximilian
Anita Krebs

Meisha
David & Joanne Dickson

Micky
Gary Gilbert

Misty
Wayne & Sue Stevens

Murray
Carole Packer

Myna - beloved pibble of TCHS staff
member Adam Lewis
Staff of TCHS

NJ
Natalie Schultz

Otis Wucher
Jack Peterson

Our TCHS alumni,
The Princess Tiger Lily Telula Skeate
Jamie & Adam Skeate

Peanut RIP
Victoria Hoppe

Peppli
Marty & Geri Czech

Phoebe
Polly Hart

Poco, Murphy, Sadie, Monkey (Sassy), Poncho &
Lefty
Mary & Michael Leyk

Pubert, Pugsley, Shiloh & Newmon
Lisa Brownstein

Rafa
Gay & David Noack

Reese
Zach & Kari Cedergren

Richard Dean
Geneva Feld

Ritz
Juliann Rule & Larry Schug

Ronrico, Max & Toby
Bernice Tschida

Rosita & Maggie
Diana Dale-Hargraves

Rowdy - beloved pet of Susan Aune
Joanne Clepper

Ruby Jane
Nadine Tvr dik

Rufus
Mike & Georgia Thienes

Sadie
Leslie Abraham

Sadie
Cleo & Daniel O’Boyle

Sam, our black Lab
Susan Rodmyre

Sandy
Jen Plancarte

Sasha & Moosker
Patricia Royer

Sassy - Best friend I could ever have...
Robert Lacroix

Sassy, lovingly missed by her personal
attendants, Bob and Ruth
Vicki Davis

Scout
Jackie Deal

Shadow
Margie Schlanger

Shaunte
Susan Rosenberg & Jeff Roos

Shep
Peggy King
Dedications: In Memory of Pets Continued

Simon
Amy Fauske
Snickers
Robert Nickerson
Sugar - beloved pet of Pat Obstazick
Donald Hauge
Sunny & Sadie
Rev. George Ham, Jr & Kathryn Pratt

Suzie Belle, our 15 year old Red Cocker Spaniel
John & Ann Ostendorf
Sylvester & Sawyer
Kirk & Terry Atkinson
Tanner, Toby & Yoda
Don & Lois Blonigen
Tia
Jean Nesburg
Tigger, Cash & Hoover
Linnea Lang
Tinker
Linda Fuhrman
Tinker, Tigger, Timber, Bandit & Buddy
Jim & Karen Howard
Titus
Tim Neisen
Toby, Brock, Winston & Naffi
Dan & Cecilia Rathbun
Victor
Diana Dale-Hargraves
Wendy & Kirk
Stephanie Horvath
Wilbur
Brita Kugler
Wolf
Trish Welle
Zeppelin & Memphis
Carol Lien
Ziggy & Buddy
Kathleen & Robert Shish

Dedications: In Memory of People

Amy Johnson
Theresa Johnson
Barney Kelm
JoAnn Kelm
Beverly Hill
Jan Grunert
Carol Mildred (Eickholt) Joffer
Estate of Carol Mildred (Eickholt) Joffer
Linda McDunn
David D. Dropp
Mary and Jan Petersen
Dee Whitlock
In memory of Dee, friend to many dogs and people; I was blessed to be one of them.—Vicki Davis
Dennis Olson
Colleen Paul
Doris Schutz
LD and EK Heyer
Dr. Lois E. Harmon, TCHS Veterinarian 2005-2018
Bonney Bielen
Edward R. "Shorty" Silvers
Bernie Silvers
Elaine A. Schrenk
Jane and Loren Kleinschmidt
Rev. Ronald Solberg and Jane Solberg
Charles & Barbara Dickson

Elizabeth Wicklund
Daniel and Kristi Ferris
Fran & Arlene McGrevey
John and Patti McGrevey
Gary Abraham
Leslie Abraham
Jane and Lauren Hoffman
John Hoffman
Jerry Cotton
Susan Rosenberg and Jeffrey Roos
John Westra
Sondra Beuning
Joyce Eich
Diane Barthel
Julia Rae Cunningham
Jason and Nora Aune
Kari Lynn Block
Kim Bauer
Janet and Emil Block Jr.
Genevieve Bolling
Bruce Bonniwell
Jeff and Heather Cole
Ronald P. Peterson
Tiffany Tangen
Bryan Thorson and Jaclyn Metz-Thorson
Kathryn M. “Kathy” Huben
Friends and family from Kathy Huben’s Memorial Service
Sophia Urbanyi
Kimberly Ann Ritsche
Kimberly Ann Ritsche Memorial Fund of the CMCF
Linda Heinen Litchy
Colleen Ebenet and Douglas Stevens
Lucille & Ray Evans
Connie Duea
Mary and Reuel Piotz
Pamela Jo Piotz
Mary B. Olson
Colleen Paul
Mary Katherine Moran
Friends & Family
Megan Atkinson
Kirk and Terry Atkinson
Michael Neutzling
David and Vicki Baston
Michael Olson
Colleen Paul
Paula Chirhart Rubald
Leanne and Wayne Chirhart
Ralph Gundersen
Mary L Mayer
Robert A. Gross
Sharon and Todd Sommers
RoseMarie Shequen
Donna and John Collins
Sue Leisen
Gretchen Leisen
Tom Hofmann
Suelynn (Sadie) Hofmann
Tom Walker
Joann and Gerry Feld
Violet Whalen
The Loso Family
Wilfred A. “Fritz” Weis
Marilyn Thielman
Will Z. Ellenbecker
Calvin and Cheryl Anderson
Judy Antil
Jessica Arensman
Jarod Blackwell Family
John Buckeye
Jean and Wayne Burris
Emy and Pat Crane
William Daly and Rose Blesner
Tamara Deland
John and Kathy Ellenbecker
Estephany Escobar
Kain
Nicholas Lesmeister
The Lesmeisters
Chelsea Lieser
Harry and Virginia Marso
Colette Neron and Bob Ellenbecker
Scott and Lori Neutzling
Dan and Mary O’Keefe
Kathleen O’Neill and Ann Schultz
Vicki Perske
Frank and Rosemary Roehl
Roger and Patricia Salay
Matthew Schnettler
Kristine and James Smith
Keir Steigler
The Waytashek Family
William "Bill" Bard
Beth Schramm

WAITE PARK VETERINARY HOSPITAL

GLENN NIENLS, DVM
37 South 2nd Avenue
Waite Park, MN 56387
(320) 253-1061
waiteparkvethospital.com

Companions
ANIMAL HOSPITAL
compassionate life-long care

Dr. Nancy Cowardin
www.companionsweb.com
Facebook.com/cahsct | Twitter @Companionssteam
(320) 252-6700
2703 Clearwater Rd | St. Cloud MN 56301

Gene Boysen
D.V.M.

Shannon Pietig
D.V.M.

BOYSEN ANIMAL HOSPITAL
2156 Frontage Rd N | Waite Park MN 56387
Phone: (320) 258-5400
Fax: (320) 258-8403
www.boysenanimalhospital.com
Experienced Compassionate Trusted!
Dedications: In Honor of Pets

Abbi
   Cheryl Ley
Abbie Normal,
   Chilly Willy & Purrcilla
   Colleen DeGroat
Abigail
   Katie Bolen
All my foster kittens,
   love always
   Cynthia Ryg
All our family pets
   Anne Dobos
All our rescues
   Dick & Perian Stavrum
All TCHS pets; past, present & future
   Sarah Solinger
Amperands ("Amps")
   Richard & Jennifer Mix
Annie
   Monique Halet
Annie, Chloe & Lily
   Laurie & Manoloff
Atlas, Levi, & Ivy
   Michele Jackels
Autumn
   Patricia & Richard Harper
Barney
   Sandra Brakstad
Baron
   Kremer Insurance Agency, Tony Kremer
Bella & LuLu
   Pamela Howard
Beloved cats, Ole & Lena
   Darlene Dierkes
Benny, foster kitten
   Suzanne Ross
Blue & Diesel
   Scott & Sarah Boser
Bo, Blue & Harry
   Cheryl Spellacy
Bones & Slash
   Deborah O'Keefe
Bruzer
   Dan & Angela Wainright
Buddy
   James Hart
Callie
   Jeff & Theresa Pitts
Casey, Buddy,
   Tigger & Midnight
   Victoria Hoppe
Castiel Bobby Winchester
   Sarah Drake
Charlie
   Connie Duea
Charlie
   Kim Hulsebus
Copper
   The Klarkowski Family
Dash
   Shelley Klevos
   Dedicated to Emily's dear Dash
   & our sweet little Bean
   Peggy Sammons
Dexter aka “Doodle”
   Kate Kompas & Chris Shields
Diablo
   Kelly Sayre
Duke
   Warren Determan
Fancy & Darlin
   Neil Ormsby
Fin
   Nancy Goman
Fluffer, Jake, Tessa & Katie
   Denny & Carole Bettendorf
Fredo & Huey
   Lewellyn Family
Frost
   Emily Schwintek
Georgia & Sandy
   Jim & Karen Howard
Giles
   Margie Schlangen
Gizmo
   Paul & Carol Hoopingarner
Gracie, Addie and Freida
   Kelly Wurdemann
Grayson, Maggie, Jack & Xerxes
   Karen Nelson
Gretta
   Kaety Rainer
Gustavo Arwin
   Rachel Johnson
Hank
   Heidi Schmitz
Hank
   Mary Ann Schueller
Harmon
   Cheryl Ley & Rich Witteman
Herman
   Diana Dale-Hargraves
Hoagy & Monti
   Darin & Michelle Orbeck
In honor of all the dogs & cats that have changed our lives
   Jim & Kris Noyes
In honor of Companionship
   Kevin Larson
Jabbers
   Barbara Latterell
Jazz
   Gary Nelson
Jazzy
   Brenda Eisenschlen
Joe Meower & Kirby
   Pawkett
   Teresa & Dan Stettler
Kali
   Edie Seelen
Karl
   Carolyn & Lloyd Tobiassen
Kiko, Bear, Penny Lane & Hobo
   Sara Morales
Kindi, Maddie, Brie & Stewie
   Ross & Romelle Anfinson
Kit Cat & Cheeto
   Dave & LaDawn Clark
Kitty
   Becky Rossov
Kobe
   Amanda Mikelson
Lady & Barney
   Barbara Burandt
Lew
   Kyle Becker
Libby
   Todd & Cindy Driver
Lilly, Moxyx & Pearl
   Jamie Danusis
Loki
   Barry Snyder
Lola & Keeshia
   Stephanie Horvath
Luna
   Shauna Lind
Maddy Lynn & Cleo Patra
   Kourtney & Justin Piepenburg
Maggie
   Jackie Anderson
Mako
   Amy Boser
Maria & Sophia
   Rita Bartl
Max
   Nyholm Family
Max
   Jean & James Michael
Millie
   Penny Casavant
Millie & Tommy
   Aaron & Britney Huisenga
Mimi
   Steven & Wendy Shaler
Minerva, Snickers, & Miss Marple
   Kate Mechelke
Missy
   Grace & Lexi Elias
Molly
   Marlene Kunst
Mrs. Mia Wallace
   Janna Crimando
Mugsy
   Bonney Bielen
Nary, Zeus & Bella
   Angela Mundis
Nemo
   Darlene Tschida
Nona
   Tauna Quimby & Mike Sawin
Nova
   Amanda Risberg
Owl
   James Warzech
Patty, Maizy, Dug & Daisy - The Simpson Pack
   Tim & Patty Simpson
Peanut
   Gerre Ahlstrand
Pebbles, Stunner, Josie, Heidi, Mittens, & Abby
   Pam Loehr
Penny
   Dan & Julie Chandler
Pete & Grace
   Suzanne Ross
Pippa Nico & Tully
   Linda Ringsmuth
Pippy Belle & Sarafina Rose
   Ali & Joe Kieffer
Pumba
   Philip & Mary Daubanton
Pumpkin & Peanut
   Gordon & Kay Buysse
Raffa
   Jon & Judy Lyons
Raleigh
   Jerry & Pegi Relph
Reggie
   Bryan Liffreg
Ricky & Willa
   Marie Gertken
Rocky the Pug
   Clarence Rauch
Ruckus
   Amanda Risberg
Rufus
   Vivienne Kloskin
Sam
   Olivia Schomer
Sheba
   Dennis Dalman
Sierra & Schatzi
   Patricia Farrow
Silas
   Kate Reichert
Smookey a/k/a Suede
   Bonnie Bush
Snowball & Charlie
   C&H Truck Repair, Pat & Wendy Hicks
Snowie & Sugar
   Sharron & Edward Westrom
Spoiled Cats
   Sharon & Douglas Schmid
Spunky
   Bernice Tschida
Stella
   Maria Trettel
Sterling
   Miranda Gilbert
Stitch, Leelo, & Mac
   John & Debra Fischbach
Tali Dog
   Marla Stanton
Tiquito
   Chelsea Olson
The Family Cats
   Doug & Sharon Schmid
Thunder
   Becky Rossov
Tinker
   Jan Ritsche
Tinkerbell
   Robin Olson
Toast
   Ann Wolff
Toto, my next-door neighbor’s little dog
   Sarah Solinger
Tria
   Jamie Fuchs
Willow
   Marty and Betsy Mahowald
Willow & Snixie
   Dennis & Laurel Nelson

Advanced Care Pet Hospital
Caring for People Who Care for Their Pets
Dr. Pamela Gerds • Dr. Michael Drey Jr.
Open 7 Days a Week
320 • 257-0911
www.advancedcarepethospital.com

2019 Honorable Mention

Advanced Care Pet Hospital
Caring for People Who Care for Their Pets
Dr. Pamela Gerds • Dr. Michael Drey Jr.
Open 7 Days a Week
320 • 257-0911
www.advancedcarepethospital.com

2019 Honorable Mention
Dedications: In Honor of People

All staff & volunteers at TCHS
Jan Stanley
All those that faithfully give & volunteer
Raymond & Donna Kellerman
Allie Gulstrand
Paul & Bonnie Landwehr
Amy Hedlund’s Birthday
Jan & Mrs. Jay Hedlund
Aubrey’s Birthday Fundraiser
Bruce Arnold
Eric Athman
Rachel Breitkreutz
Becky Derr
Laura Elizabeth
Heather Ethen
Morgan Foxx
Michala Hodnefield
Mary Kleinschmidt
Missy Kremer
Tara Kunkel
Kelly Leidenfrost
Sara Lynn
Alli Marie
Jessica Mastellar
Katie Miller
Julie Misna
Julie Morse
Rachel Murphy Vrooman
Leanne Olmscheid
Bridget Parsons
Brenda Pritchard
Lisa Schleicher
Beck Dstawrski
Barb Watercott
Lynn Wieczorek
Amber Woitalla
Evan Woitalla
Sarah Worzala
Tracey Worzala
Teddy Zierden
Lisa Zikoski
Brenda Carlson
Litchfield Chamber of Commerce Meeker in Motion Program
Clark Travis’ Birthday Fundraiser
Nancy Berg
Kim Hayes
Birdie Jackson
Ruth Jenkins
Dan Kolander
Shilpa Koneru
Casey Travis
Bob Wichmann
Cookie French’s Birthday
Laura J. Popowski
Daveed Arita’s Birthday Fundraiser
Alex Larson, Trina Merrill, Gary Sneider
Dawn Grossinger’s Birthday
Rebecca Benoit
Donna Keller’s Birthday
Susan Rosenburg & Jeff Roos
Drew Burling’s Fundraiser
Jayke Peters
Teri Zastrow
Dylan Jensen’s Birthday Fundraiser
Edwina Keta, Jenne Jensen
Quintin Lubke
Breanna Rhodes
Gavin Sahlstrom
Harold Fiala Jr.
Shirley Fiala
Karen Binsfeld’s Birthday Fundraiser
The Waibels
Kate Kompas
Karen Nelson
Kurt Stevens & Scott Fieker
Kathleen Roche Byman’s Birthday Fundraiser
Kathy Ruch-Barcelo
Kathleen Roche Byman
Luke Byman
Penny Johnson-Bruyere
Kally Marie
Kristin Holt/Andrew Mercer
Dick & Ann Holt
Lana Nornberg’s Birthday
Dawn & Ronald Grossinger
Liz Studeman’s Birthday Fundraiser
Laurel O’Neil
Patricia Ross
Darian Smith
Krysta Smith
Curts Studeman
Mary & Harley “Biff” Smith
Jacquie Weide
Melissa Whitlock’s Birthday Fundraiser
Jennifer Bartlett
Michelle Nix and Brian Kreitz
Wedding
“Best wishes on your October 3rd, 2020 wedding, your uncle and aunt, John and Joyce”
John & Joyce Kossieck
Nick Briese
Suellyn Hofmann
Nikayla Barnes’ Birthday Fundraiser
Nikayla Barnes & Trini Sturges
Our Grandson Max
Mike & Wendy Holman
Rebecca Sue Prill’s Birthday Fundraiser
Joanna Debi
Sean O’Riley’s Fundraiser
Sean O’Riley, Claudia Behrendt, Monica Searcy & Alexis Koltes
Shelby Keppers’ Birthday Fundraiser
Danny Keppers
The Vet Techs at TCHS
Dr. Timothy B. Simpson
Uncles John and Lawrence Dresow service given during WW II
Al & Sherry
VA Building 50-1 Employees
Leslie Abraham
Vicki Davis
Candra Dinndorf

Donate, Recycle for Us!

Are you thinking of selling or trading in that old car? Why not donate it instead? Tri-County Humane Society has partnered with Vehicles For Charity to provide an easy-to-use, tax-deductible process to donate your vehicle. As a charitable contribution, your donation could make a big difference to the animals in our care! If you have any questions you would like answered prior to initiating the donation process, please visit www.vehiclesforcharity.org or call 1-866-628-2277.

Bring us your old ink cartridges, aluminum cans
We recycle them for cash through programs such as Planet Green and others. (Sorry, we can’t accept large printer toners or cellphones anymore!)

Start your Friday off in an even better mood—ask us how to get our Feel Good Furday email!

Be A TCHS Constant Companion

Show you care for animals year-round by being a Constant Companion monthly donor. It’s convenient, automatic, and without thinking about it, your monthly gifts save lives. Go to www.tricountyhumanesociety.org and “hit” on the “DONATE” button to learn more.
Help Us Keep The Lights On!

Help Us Ensure TCHS’ Future Stays Bright

Room sponsorships. Kennel sponsorships. And much more. Invest in happiness for the pets and people of Central Minnesota with a sponsorship gift to our Capital Campaign fund. Many opportunities are still available; contact Manager of Fund Development Tauna Quimby. (give@tricountyhumanesociety.org).

www.happinesshappenshere.org

(Let’s make sure it keeps happening for generations to come!)